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Anticoagulation Management:

[PMID: 30916798]

Cardiogenic Shock:

[PMID: 29310471]

Damage Control Resuscitation:

[PMID: 28225743]

Desmoids Tumors:

[PMID: 32004793]

Fascial Closure Technique:

[PMID: 26188742]
Frailty, Risk Mitigation Strategies for Surgery:

[PMID: 30509455]

Intra-abdominal Infections:

[PMID: 25992746]

MIS Repair in Women:

[PMID: 29905895]

Nutrition and Surgical Outcomes:

[PMID: 30817349]

Preoperative Assessment and Management of Cardiac Risk:

[PMID: 29519377]

Prevention and Management of Operating Room Fires:

[PMID: 23287706]
SARS-CoV-2 and Elective Surgery:

[PMID: 32974904]

Sentinel-Node Metastasis in Melanoma:

[PMID: 28591523]

Septic Shock:

[PMID: 28101605]

Surgical Risk and Chronic Liver Disease:

[PMID: 22987183]

Surgical Risk and Pregnancy:

[PMID: 32875420]

Thyroid Cancer in a Patient with Multiple Co-Morbidities:

[PMID: 32128446]
Venous Thromboembolism Prophylaxis:

  [PMID: 31492632]

Wound Care:

  [PMID: 31082899]